






Getting into bed with urology



An embedded service



The Good Fairy



The Keen Newbie



Getting to grips with urology



Searches so far

• Transurethral resection of the bladder

• Botox, overactive bladder and obesity – this showed there was no 
evidence that this treatment doesn’t work in obese people meaning 
urology staff can stuff botox into people to their hearts’ content

• Flexible cystoscopy

• Transperineal biopsy

• Hormone treatments for prostate cancer



The waterworks watercooler



Happiness, happiness, the greatest 

gift that we possess

I’m loving the embedded librarian 
work, so much more that I thought it 
might be when you first told me 
about it! – Margaret Lyttle, Urology 
Consultant



The Impact



The Conference?



Creating awareness of information skills in 
ambulance services via journal publications

Matt Holland (LKS ASE) & Michelle Dutton (Manchester 
University NHS Trust Library

14



• LKS ASE has 36k potential users in eight ambulance trusts from 
Carlisle to Clacton-on-Sea

• Our aim: 

– to create awareness of information skills

– raise the profile of LKS ASE 

– reach out to the wider paramedic and ambulance clinician 
community



• What we did: 
– Contacted the editor of the leading practice journal in paramedicine, the 

Journal of Paramedic Practice and pitched the first of three articles on 
sources and tools and techniques for searching

– All three articles were published in 2021 and collated into a CPD module 
for the Journal of Paramedic Practice in September 2021

– The articles were promoted through the LKS ASE Current Awareness 
Services and published in full text on amber – the home of ambulance 
service research 



• Just for the record:
– Holland M., Dutton, M., & Glover S., (2021) Where to look: sources of research in 

paramedicine Journal of Paramedic Practice, 2021 13:8, 316-319. Available from: 
https://doi.org/10.12968/jpar.2021.13.8.316

– Holland M., Dutton, M., & Glover S., (2021) How it's done: search tools and techniques 
for major bibliographic databases. Journal of Paramedic Practice, 2021 13:5, 210-213. 
Available from: https://doi.org/10.12968/jpar.2021.13.5.210and 
http://hdl.handle.net/20.500.12417/1183

– Holland M., Dutton, M., & Glover S., (2021) Where to now? Searching beyond Medline. 
Journal of Paramedic Practice, 13:2, 81-83. Available from: 
https://doi.org/10.12968/jpar.2021.13.2.81 and 
http://hdl.handle.net/20.500.12417/983

https://doi.org/10.12968/jpar.2021.13.8.316
https://doi.org/10.12968/jpar.2021.13.5.210
http://hdl.handle.net/20.500.12417/1183
https://doi.org/10.12968/jpar.2021.13.2.81
http://hdl.handle.net/20.500.12417/983


• What we learned:
– about the publishing process, pitching our ideas, working with an editor 

and writing to their requirements and how fast you need to work to meet 
magazine deadlines

– worked out how to structure the articles to cover the whole process of 
searching from choosing sources for searching to selecting tools and 
techniques

– (Michelle) learned about the process of adding full text (accepted version) 
on amber. These are the first articles to be deposited on amber using 
Green Open access route (SherpaROMEO)



• What were the outcomes:
– contacted by a lecturer teaching BSc Paramedic Practice, thanking us for the articles which he 

used in teaching

– articles downloaded c600 (589) times from Magonline

– positive feedback from the LIS community, shared on LIS-Medical and HEE Resource Discovery 
Digest - featured in Norther Lights Issues 11!

– form the basis of three online videos to go onto an online learning tool called Para Pass widely 
used by ambulance services

– provides a resources for teachers and educator in ambulance services and higher education to 
share with students



Winter Book Promotion

Engaging the expertise of our library users in 
acquisitions 



What is the winter book promotion?

• Using the expertise of our users to inform acquisitions

• Making book recommendations accessible and encouraged

• Highlighting the requests made

• Increasing the reviews and star ratings on our catalogue



What is the winter book promotion

• One off promotion (now annual)

• Allow each user up to 3 book requests 

• Set a spending limit and use a thermometer to 
show what is left of the budget

• Provide online and 
paper copies of the form

• Theme them seasonally 
to add a sense of fun







Practical Points

• We don’t buy every book

• Submissions checked by manager

• Assessed for usefulness generally

• Advise ILL scheme if not useful for all

• Check for newer editions

• Buy second hand if in good condition



Request 
arrives

The route of a request



Request 
arrives

Check to 
see if we 
have it in 

stock

The route of a request



Request 
arrives

Check to see if 
we have it in 

stock

Yes? Notify user know and 
send online catalogue link

No? Look at their reason for 
purchase, check out the item 

cost, and pass to manager 
with recommendation

The route of a request



Request 
arrives

Check to see if 
we have it in 

stock

Yes? Notify user know and 
send online catalogue link

No? Look at their reason for 
purchase, check out the 
item cost, and pass to 

manager with 
recommendation

Yes from manager? 
Purchase, notify user when 

it arrives

No? Notify user with reason 
and link to ILL form if 

applicable 

The route of a request



Was it worth it?

• Book recommendations increased

• Expanded our stock

• Received recommendations from a range of users

• Increased the reviews and star ratings on our catalogue









Recommendation Reasons

• “This book… is useful for supporting families to feed their children. I feel 
it would be useful for the speech and language therapy team, the 
dietetic team and also health visitors.”

• “Helpful clear resource when discussing a diagnosis with parents”

• “We have an increasing number of children who due to trauma are 
displaying violent and abusive behaviours towards parents and carers.  
This book has been recommended by Community Care as a useful tool 
and important reading for social workers who are working with 
children.”

• “the book uplift the mood of people especially during pandemic and 
useful for people who are going through during difficult times”

• “This book would benefit a large number of physiotherapists employed 
across the DHSC that work in both outpatient and inpatient settings with 
orthopaedic patients requiring rehabilitation. “



2021’s Winter Promotion

• 7 requests

• 6 to be purchased



Tour time!



Any questions?







Knowledge and library services:

Supporting NMAHPS research in Bolton

Bolton NHS Foundation Trust

KLS Embedded Evidence and Knowledge Specialist Pilot 

Dec 2021

Contact us:
library@boltonft.nhs.uk
01204 390935             
@LibraryBolton



Embedded Evidence and Knowledge 

Specialist Pilot Project . 

• April -21 working with NMAHP Research Forum, 
Bolton FT KLS embedded role trial. 

• Test the benefits of an EKS aligned to a specialty or 
departmental group   

• Vision element: excellence- Try new things, learn new 
skills and take action without fear of failure and other 
people’s reactions.



What we did?

• Clinical Librarian seconded 0.4WTE to an embedded role pilot. 

Why did we do this?
• Research shows a lack of skills, knowledge and confidence 

prevents research engagement and writing for publication by 
NMAHP staff groups



What happened?

• Slow start but embedded offer reached capacity at month 5.

• Evidence search requests  & KLS engagement increased for 
majority of this staff group.

• Attended meetings, presented at research sessions and  invited 
to attend and present at local NMAHP Research Conference 
(virtual) 

• Data identified need to re-engage nurses  



Unexpected Bonus

• Made contact with community staff previously not well served or 
aware of our services- podiatrists, homeless team etc.

• Gained a more in-depth understanding of our organizations' 
research department and the work it undertakes.

• Working with the forum highlighted areas where we could 
improve our own service.



What was the conclusion?

• Positive feedback from forum members & Director of Allied 
Health Professionals

• Increased engagement with staff considering or undertaking 
research 

• Identified need to support writing for publication- taught 
sessions planned for 2022

• Need for current awareness- at capacity so a targeted 
automated system such as Knowledgshare could be a solution



8th Dec 2021

Susan Smith: Library Manager

How knowledge & library services can 
support large scale simulation

Be Prepared!

“The library team have a wealth of knowledge and are happy to be 'dropped in' to scenario based 
exercises or to facilitate exercises. Their knowledge gives them a confidence and the calm 
environment they work in leads to calmer temperaments suited to emergency preparedness 
support.”  Brian McMillan, Service Manager - Emergency Planning and Site Operations



Exercise Sykes

Exercise planning, facilitation and debrief with next steps evidence searches



Resilience Direct

ResilienceDirect: For Planning, Response & Recovery  https://www.resilience.gov.uk/

https://www.resilience.gov.uk/


Exercise Monty

Imagine your worst possible day….

“Emergency Preparedness can be an isolated role and there can be a 
lack of engagement from stakeholders and staff due to the 
complexity and time pressures involved. I have found that the library 
team (Susan) is always willing to assist and facilitate. It is good to 
have a dedicated IT suite that can be used for training and exercise 
coordination and it has become my go to venue.”



Future Work

Supporting Senior Mangers On Call (SMOC) Training

Hololens

“We have more projects for the future, notably the 
mixed reality training delivery. That would put us at 
the forefront of Emergency Preparedness exercise 
delivery regionally and possibly nationally. The 
equipment is in place and funding partners have been 
located, it is about getting the IT support right. Once 
that is in place, a collaborative new project will 
commence. The impact to the Trust is that every on 
call senior manager, Executive or Operational role 
holder will have bespoke interactive training and 
exercising on a level not currently experienced. They 
will each have the opportunity to experience multiple 
major incidents in 1 to 1 coaching sessions which isn’t 
currently possible and takes decades to gather that 
kind of experience.”



Key Lessons

Key lessons

Personal reflection

• Great way to raise library profile, both internally and externally

• Not everyone has the skill set to act in an emergency

• Patients always come first

• Don’t fight the scenario – go with an open mind and not just to 
defend your case

• It’s OK to ask to be included and your opinions are valid

• Supports own personal resilience

• Before action reviews and search to support the scenario and prep 
facilitators, key searches arise from the hot debrief

• Online is just as effective as in person, but everyone prefers to 
network

• HEE merger with NHS E&I makes a lot of sense
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How Information Services at NICE 
keep up to date with new 
developments 

Jenny Craven
Information Specialist, NICE
Jenny.craven@nice.org.uk

mailto:Jenny.craven@nice.org.uk
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NICE Information Services

• Provide information to inform and support the programmes at NICE

• Team of 30 information specialist staff

• Based in Manchester and London

• Most have flexible working arrangements

• Communicate and share information with each other in various ways

• Covid has seen a lot of changes in the ways we communicate with each other!
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In order to remain a relevant and dynamic 
team, we need to: 

Share 
relevant 

information

Keep 
informed

Engage 
with  

information

Respond/
act on 

findings
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What we are doing already….

IS current 
awareness 

bulletin

IS team 
technical 
forums

Presentations 
at team 

meetings

Ad hoc 
emails

Skills 
sharing

Informal 
discussions
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How do we keep 
track of and act on
the less formal 
methods of keeping 
up to date?

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA-NC

https://bwatwood.edublogs.org/preventing-info-overload/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/
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KUTD in Yammer



58
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Keeping Up to Date in Yammer – what it does

• Keep the team informed of new methods, developments, tools, 

research relevant to our work

• A process to share findings amongst the team, 

• Involves everyone

• Able to retrieve relevant findings when we need them

• We can respond to and act on findings when appropriate.
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To date, Keeping Up to Date in Yammer has:

• Generated 208 posts since its launch in 2020

• 147 comments on posts

• Posts discussing journal articles generated the most interest

• Our top post received 12 comments

• “Adds value” to posts, through team discussions and to inform 

decisions
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Who has been involved in KUTD:

Project team
Ruth Frankish 
Jenny Craven 
Paul Levay 
Elizabeth Barrett 
Rachel Adams 
Anna Macbeth 
Andrea Heath 
Dave Nicholls 
Jemma Deane
Ceri Williams

Steering Group
Monica Casey
Jenny Craven
Jenny Kendrick
Ceri Williams

Team involvement
Everyone!!
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Thank you, any questions?

© NICE 2021. All rights reserved. Subject to Notice of rights.

https://www.nice.org.uk/terms-and-conditions#notice-of-rights








Poetry in Health 
Libraries

LORNA DAWSON – GREATER MANCHESTER MENTAL HEALTH

BET T Y DOYLE  – MANCHESTER MET ROPOLITAN UNIVERSITY



Members of the team

oLorna Dawson – Greater Manchester Mental Health NHS Foundation Trust

oBetty Doyle – Manchester Metropolitan University, poet and PhD Student

oAndrew McMillan – Manchester Metropolitan University, poet and lecturer

oMartin Kratz – Manchester Poetry Library, Project Manager

oGeoff Walton – Manchester Metropolitan University, Information & Communications 



Why this study?
o Geoff: characterising the engagement with poetry as an information problem because it is well-
known that when people encounter information it involves emotional as well as cognitive 
processes. 

oMartin: noting the ‘poetry anxiety’ phenomenon amongst people he had talked to yet, 
conversely, poetry is noted as having positive effects on well-being

o Ran a break out session for the youth library group conference, where librarians described that 
some of their most popular books were poetry (verse novels) but they shelved them under 
fiction.

o Andrew: trying to nail down whether anecdotal or colloquial evidence around a poetry anxiety 
was true, and whether getting people to write their own poetry was able to help people get over 
this



What we did

o Invited health library staff from across the North to participate in 2 two-hour sessions of 
writing workshops for free

o Bribed them with gift hampers from Betty’s Tea Rooms!

oPlanned writing exercises that would be both enjoyable and accessible. 

oPicked exercises that could be easily adapted within the participant’s own libraries, for a range 
of patients, and exercises that were also approachable for those who had never written poetry 
before. 



How does 
poetry make 
you feel?

Interested, intrigued, curious but 
also a little intimidated.

Comfort – Reflective – resentful 
– aggrieved – happy – sad 

Poetry makes me feel happy, sad 
and makes me think about what 
it says to me in the moment.



If you could ask poetry a question, what 
would it be?

Why are you 
sometimes hard to 

understand?

Are you happy 
people interpret 
you in multiple 

ways?

What's your 
secret?



What type of music would 
poetry be?

Reggae - something about the beat of the poems.

Sometimes as mundane as elevator music – other times 
like rock music or classical music.

I think it would be something immersive rather than 
'background' music.



If poetry was a flower, 
what would it be?

Skull cap: Pretty, multiflowered, can sound a 
bit intriguing or sinister.

For creating poetry, perhaps a peony as it 
can take a while to come out and can be 
sporadic … or could be a daisy weed if you 
have a habit of jotting ideas down - they 
spread and inform patches... maybe they 
create a garden of the mind!



Exercises

Free-writing 
exercise using a 
nearby prompt

Golden shovel 
writing exercise, 

using John Challis’ 
poem ‘North’

Return to the free-
writing exercise, 
turning it into a 

poem

Free-writing poem 
exercise

List poem writing 
exercise

Erasure poetry 
with supplied 

prompts



Why these 
exercises?

Slowly build in level of difficulty, encouraging participants and not 
immediately ‘throwing them in the deep end’

Accessible to people who have never written before

Exercises picked that use other poems as their basis, to provide a 
framework for the participants while allowing them to write freely 
and creatively

Easily adaptable for all age groups and ranges of writing 
experience

Return to previous exercises, to show how far and fast their skills 
and confidence have developed 



Free-writing

By Rachel Steele



Golden shovel, by Susan Smith



Free-writing poem
BY  S I OBHA N  LI N SEY



Trigger Warning
THE NEXT POEM IS ON THE SUBJECT OF 

CHILD BEREAVEMENT



List 
Poem, by 
David 
Cleland



Erasure poem, 
by Martyn 
Greenwood



Feedback

The workshops ‘demystified poetry’

Knowing about poetry and its terms is no longer seen as a 
barrier to writing poetry

Poetry now appears to be versatile

Made participants feel connected

Made participants feel intrigued Rachel

The workshops had shown participants poetry is liberating

The workshops had alleviated his concerns that poetry 
was beyond him.



Post-workshops

Sally participated in a 
poetry competition at her 

hospital, says these 
workshops inspired her

Martyn joined a monthly 
poetry group with other 

librarians 

Susan put us forward to 
take part in this study day, 

and asked if we could 
come and deliver our 
sessions at her library



Participants’ blog posts

Rachel: Like (I suspect) many people, the word poetry fills me with anxiety and takes me back to 
excruciating English lessons at school […] All this helped to effectively dispel the myth that poetry is 
inaccessible and obtuse and not for the average person. Anyone can write poetry (and it doesn’t have to 
rhyme!). I’m very grateful that I arrived at this conclusion (with the facilitators’ help) and I would encourage 
others to engage with poetry in their work and personal lives.

Martyn: I found myself more cheerful after the workshop and I’m sure this was due to the satisfaction 
of having undertaken the writing exercises and feeling creative.

Sally: As the workshops began, I was hesitant […] For me, the workshops became a liberating and 
cathartic experience, helping me to question my own preconceptions of what poetry can offer.



Blog posts by 
participants 

https://www.lksnorth.nhs.uk/blog/posts/poetry-in-
health-libraries-workshops-a-collective-response/

https://www.lksnorth.nhs.uk/blog/posts/liberation-
and-creativity-through-poetry/

https://www.lksnorth.nhs.uk/blog/posts/poetic-
ingredients-in-the-mix/

https://www.lksnorth.nhs.uk/blog/posts/anyone-
can-write-poetry-and-it-doesn-t-have-to-rhyme/

https://www.lksnorth.nhs.uk/blog/posts/poetry-in-health-libraries-workshops-a-collective-response/
https://www.lksnorth.nhs.uk/blog/posts/liberation-and-creativity-through-poetry/
https://www.lksnorth.nhs.uk/blog/posts/poetic-ingredients-in-the-mix/
https://www.lksnorth.nhs.uk/blog/posts/anyone-can-write-poetry-and-it-doesn-t-have-to-rhyme/


Enjoyable Appreciated Engaging Accessible Encouraging



Group Poem



Thank you for listening to our presentation. 

If you have any questions about our study, please ask. 

You can contact us by the following:

Bethany.a.doyle@stu.mmu.ac.uk

Lorna.Dawson@gmmh.nhs.uk

Twitter: betty_poet
Website: www.bettydoylepoet.wordpress.com

Betty’s debut poetry pamphlet, ‘Girl Parts’, out with Verve Poetry Press March 2022

mailto:Bethany.a.doyle@stu.mmu.ac.uk
mailto:Lorna.Dawson@gmmh.nhs.uk
http://www.bettydoylepoet.wordpress.com/


WE ARE OPEN!

Manchester Poetry Library

Martin Kratz– Programme Manager
M.Kratz@mmu.ac.uk

Manchester Poetry Library
Manchester Metropolitan University

8th December 2021



Manchester Poetry Library 
Strategy

• Create a world-leading Poetry Library 
collection in Manchester as an exceptional 
resource for contemporary poetry;

• Develop the Poetry Library as a centre for 
excellence in poetry research;

• Enhance the student experience at 
Manchester Metropolitan University for all 
students across faculties; 

• Promote understanding of the power of 
poetry and bring the enjoyment of poetry 
to a wide local, regional, national and 
international public audience.



The Collection
Print collection and recordings of contemporary 
poetry from around the world published since 
1889. 

Five particular areas of focus:

• Poetry in Recording  
• Poetry in Community Languages 
• Poetry and Collaboration
• Poetry and Place
• Poetry for Children

We do accept donations! 
poetrylibrary@mmu.ac.uk

mailto:poetrylibrary@mmu.ac.uk


Programme

• Year round programme of free, public 
events working with students, 
researchers, professionals, the public 
and partners such as Manchester City 
of Literature 

• A programme of co-curation linked to 
our collection, such as our Chinese 
poetry collection curated by Jennifer 
Lee Tsai

• In person events such as Anthony 
Joseph and Manchester Poetry 
Library….an introduction to the MPL 
vinyl collection

• Online events such as Knowing the Self: 
Diaspora and Identity through Arabic 
poetry

• Three main exhibitions a year in the 
library space, as well as a series of mini 
exhibitions and curated book displays

https://www.mmu.ac.uk/poetrylibrary/blog/story/?id=14443
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCgk95ZC1FKPfM4aTbcNhOEQ
https://www.mmu.ac.uk/poetrylibrary/blog/story/?id=14567


Learning Programme

Aims to develop new skills and experience through inspiring 
poetry workshops, events and projects in collaboration with 
schools and community organisations, reaching people of all 
ages. Children (12 and under), Young People (13-17) and 
Adults: https://www.mmu.ac.uk/poetrylibrary/discover-and-
learn/learning-programme/

• Year round programme of public events celebrating 
children’s poets and illustrators

• Practical resources that support adults and children to read, 
share and respond creatively

• Themed poetry activities for families, schools and young 
people

• Exhibitions and showcases celebrating poetry by young 
people as well as for them. 

https://www.mmu.ac.uk/poetrylibrary/discover-and-learn/learning-programme/


Poetry and Health

Research: Poetry Anxiety and NHS 
Health Librarianship

WRITE Where We Are NOW public 
poetry archive during the pandemic

Poetry Health Service collaborative 
twitter poem

Caring Words: Poetry course for Health 
Professionals Illustrations by Nurun Nahar

https://www.mmu.ac.uk/write/
https://www.poetryhealthservice.com/
https://www.mmu.ac.uk/poetrylibrary/blog/story/index.php?id=14177
https://www.caringwords.mmu.ac.uk/


‘The Key’ by Imtiaz Dharker written to inaugurate 
the opening of Manchester Poetry Library



Martin Kratz  
M.Kratz@mmu.ac.uk

Newsletter 
https://www.mmu.ac.uk/poetrylibr
ary/contact/join-our-mailing-list/
Twitter @McrPoetryLib
Instagram @McrPoetryLibrary

mailto:k.tew@mmu.ac.uk
https://www.mmu.ac.uk/poetrylibrary/contact/join-our-mailing-list/





